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The Crested
(Northern) Shrike‐tit
is one of Australia’s
lesser known and
seldom seen birds.
It took keen birders
and club members
Peter Kyne and Micha
Jackson a mere five
years to see their first
one, in fact a pair,
while out on the
Central Arnhem
Highway in April with
Marc Gardner. This
image of the female
was captured by
Micha Jackson.
.
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Club activities
May meeting. Wednesday May 14, 7:45 PM. Blue 1.54 (Business Bldg.), CDU Casuarina.

Communication in Turtles

Presented by Dr Richard C Vogt

Since 2000 Dick Vogt has been the curator of reptiles and amphibians at the zoology collection and research
professor at the Brazilian Institute for Amazon Research (INPA) in the midst of the Amazon Rainforest in Manaus,
Amazonas, Brazil. Here he teaches an annual field course on techniques for studying freshwater turtles and
advises graduate students. He is also Director of the Center for Amazon Turtle Conservation.
Dick's recent study is on the migration of the giant Amazon River Turtles and their hatchlings using satellite and
sonic transmitters, and more recently, underwater vocal communication in freshwater turtles. The recent
discovery of underwater vocal communication in turtles has opened a whole new aspect of turtle behavior that
he will talk about during this presentation.
Far left: Giant Amazon
River Turtle with
transmitters.
Photo: Richard C. Vogt
Left: Dick with masters
student Virginia using
hydrophone to record
turtles. Photo: Sofia
Ponce de Leao.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

May field trip: Walk through the Mitchell Creek Catchment in Zuccoli
Sunday 18 May, 8am ‐ to be led by Sue McKinnon, Chair/Public Officer Friends of Mitchell
Creek Catchment Landcare Group Inc
Bring your telephoto for the birds, your macro for the insects and flowers, and your wide angle for the gorgeous
scenery. Come and document the beauty of this area!
Join us for a walk through the intact bushland along the high ridge line in Zuccoli. There are interesting rock
formations, the last remaining population of Eucalyptus
atrovirens growing high above the flowing creek which is
surrounded by riparian vegetation.
There are flat walking tracks for most of our walk with a few
badly eroded areas due to flooding and off road vehicle damage.
We will walk through two shallow creek crossings which have
abundant birdlife, and you will have the opportunity to soak
your feet on the way back in a shady setting.
Meet at the end of Belyuen Rd in Roseberry (Palmerston).
Please park along the school side of the road. Contact Tissa on
8921 8226 if you require more information.
Mitchell Creek. Photo: Sue McKinnon
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Top End Native Plant Society General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara
Christian College, corner Amy Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 PM (speaker at 8 PM).
Visit http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.
May 10‐11: Open Garden and plant sale at the Artists Retreat (Jasmine Jan’s).
May 26th: Howard Sand Sheet with Dave Liddle.
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Club notices
Thank you: The previous issue was proof‐read by Kim Rawsthorne. It was printed, collated and mailed by Ilona
& Laurie Barrand.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Welcome: The club welcomes new member Dave and Robyn Liddle, and Michael Hammer
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Need a Club membership form? Go to: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/downloads.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches,
news, comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Tissa
at tissa@imprintdesign.com.au or the Club's postal address, or contact him on 8921 8226.
Deadline for the June newsletter: Thursday 29 May.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club library: The Club's journal and book collection is available to members. Lists of holdings can be found on
our web‐site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/library. The library is housed in two sections:
Books, reports and CDs: can be accessed by contacting Peter Ebsworth on 0437 278 799.
Journals: in the Biodiversity Unit at Berrimah. These can be accessed by ringing Michael Braby on
08 8995 5015 (w).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Leanyer Ponds: Access to Leanyer Ponds is generally available after induction through PAWC. To commence
the induction process go to www.rapidinduct.com.au/powerwater/waterservices A key to the ponds may be obtained
on payment of a $50 deposit. Only those who have undertaken the induction and signed an indemnity can enter
Leanyer Ponds.
Note that the Leanyer Ponds are currently temporarily closed due to high rainfall.
Bryan Baker has keys for the Alice Springs Sewage Ponds, available for collection in Darwin by members before
they head south. Bryan can be reached in Darwin on 8948 2196.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Northern Territory Naturalist: The Editorial Committee of the Club’s
journal, the Northern Territory Naturalist, has now released edition no. 25.
The journal publishes works concerning any aspect of the natural history
and ecology of the Northern Territory or adjacent northern Australia, and
may include Reviews, Research Articles, Short Notes, Species Profiles and
Book Reviews.
The Northern Territory Naturalist is a registered, peer‐reviewed journal
(ISSN 0155‐4093). Author instructions may be downloaded from our web‐
site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/journal.
If possible, manuscripts should be submitted in digital form by email to
richard.willan@nt.gov.au. Manuscript editors are Drs Richard Willan, Anke
Frank and Sean Bellairs. Louis Elliott is the production editor.
Originals are available of most back issues, some are available as
photocopies only, and several recent issues are out‐of‐print but individual
papers are available as pdfs. The journal page of the Club’s web‐site has an
order form for back issues. Free pdfs of papers from issue 18 (2005)
onwards are available from the authors or by contacting Lou Elliott, email louis.elliott@nt.gov.au.
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2013 Hindenburg Wall Biodiversity Discovery Expedition
Meeting Report, 9 April 2014

by Laurie Barrand & Fiona Douglas

In February 2013 scientists from MAGNT joined a ground‐breaking Wildlife Conservation Society expedition, that
was sponsored by the Papua New
Guinea Sustainable Development
Program and included scientists
from PNG, to the remote
Hindenburg Wall region of Papua
New Guinea. The Hindenburg Wall
is a series of almost vertical walls
up to 2km high, stretching
approximately 50km across the
Star Mountains in the highlands of
PNG. The formation has an
average elevation of around
2100m and is located in the
Western Province of Papua New
Guinea, which abuts West Papua
and includes the mighty Fly River.
The area is extremely steep, mostly
The Hindenburg Wall – an impressive feature of the rugged PNG interior.
uninhabited and therefore more
Photo: Stephen Richards
pristine than virtually any other
part of the country. The Hindenburg Wall, the Muller Range and the Nakanai Mountains of PNG have been
grouped together for nomination as a World Heritage Site: ‘The Sublime Karsts of Papua New Guinea’.
The team flew into Tabubil, the regional centre set up to serve the Ok Tedi mine, and then had to wait for suitable
weather to be able to be airlifted into their much higher base camp. The whole area has extremely high rainfall
(Tabubil around 8,000mm a year and the Hindenburg Wall area perhaps 10,000mm annually) so almost
continuous cloud cover and
rain make flying hazardous
and estimates of arrival and
departure times anywhere
very loose. From base camp,
further progress to research
sites was by walking for up
to several days in wet,
slippery and steep
conditions.
The expedition discovered
around 80 new species of
plants and animals and Dr
Michael Hammer gave
members a rundown of
some highlights of the
expedition, showing the
diversity that can be found
in the highlands of New
Guinea.
Caught on the camera‐traps
used for observing mammals
were large rat‐like rodents, some of which appeared to be the size of a small dog. And there was more
excitement as unusual micro bats were found. As well as mammals, there were lots of frogs, as expected,
Field Camp ‐ a challenge keeping dry. Photo: Michael Hammer
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including the Richard’s Big‐eyed Tree Frog (Nyctimystes oktediensis), Rhino Frog and Waterfall Frogs; undescribed
species of Cross Frogs (Oreophryne sp.) were discovered by the team. Tadpoles of one frog species have had to
develop strong suckers to hang onto the rocks in the rapidly‐flowing streams.
A number of new butterflies and other insects were recorded and there was an assortment of previously
unknown floral specimens including carnivorous plants, rhododendrons and orchids. One plant belonged to the
Genus Plectranthus, more
commonly known as spur‐flowers,
which are often grown by
indigenous societies for their edible
leaves and roots and for their
medicinal properties and visual
beauty.

One of the micro bats. Photo: Michael Hammer

Although the Fly River flows slowly
and winds for hundreds of
kilometres in the lowlands before
reaching the sea, its numerous
Highland tributaries were rocky,
fast‐flowing waterways. Few fish
were found there due to the high
altitude and high water velocity,
although there was three species of
Rainbowfish, several gudgeons and
gobies and some catfish. Michael
became a local celebrity when he
managed to snag a gudgeon of a
species known as ‘Nyugim’ that is
considered a delicacy.

Living and working in the highlands is not easy. It seems representatives of many insect species known to cause
discomfort to human kind are endemic, especially large numbers of fleas that left everyone on the expedition
covered in bites. The tents were surrounded
by mud deep enough to drown in and there
was almost continuous fog, rain and cold.
But there was a well‐set up field laboratory
and the excitement of being in such an
isolated and pristine location counter‐
balanced the discomfort.

Above: Ok Tedi Rainbowfish, endemic to flowing
habitats of the Ok Tedi area.
Left: Richard’s Big‐eyed Tree Frog, known only from
the survey region.
Photos: Michael Hammer
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Pre-migratory courtship displays: romance at the Qantas
Club lounge
By Amanda Lilleyman
I count shorebirds on a regular basis at the dredge‐spoil ponds at East Arm Wharf as part of an ongoing
monitoring project. The site provides some refuge for shorebirds at high tides; with one particular pond that is a
nice place for roosting birds. It is a large open pond with shallow water and muddy edges and little surrounding
vegetation. Surprisingly with all of the industrial activity around, there are minimal disturbances at the site,
except for the occasional raptor looking for a meal.
On Sunday 6th April I did a count and recorded fewer birds at the site, which I am attributing to the time of year –
shorebirds have started leaving Darwin for their breeding grounds in the northern hemisphere. Some of the
shorebirds at East Arm Wharf were in non‐breeding plumage, indicating that they were juveniles or adults that
would not be going north and the rest of the birds looked plump and displayed beautiful colours of rich chestnut
speckled with shades of black and other colours, indicating that they were preparing for their northward journey.
Most of the shorebirds roost at the dredge‐spoil ponds while some smaller species feed. Sharp‐tailed Sandpiper
(Calidris acuminata) is one such bird that spends its time wading in the shallow water at the edge of the pond
along with Red‐necked Stints (Calidris rufiicollis) and the occasional Curlew Sandpiper (Calidris ferruginea).
As I counted away I noticed two Sharp‐tailed Sandpipers taking turns at chasing each other, with their tails fanned
and occasionally holding their wings out while the other bird sat with its whole body close to the ground. The
birds engaged in this behaviour for a minute or so and by then I noticed two Common Sandpipers (Actitus
hypoleucos) doing the exact same routine. The tail‐fanning was very obvious and the tail was held down towards
the ground while the dominant bird moved around following the submissive bird. This behaviour went on for a
few minutes. I managed to film the event with my iPhone through the scope and as a result the quality is quite
poor. You can watch it here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CG8EttnVskY.
I had the video checked out by a shorebird expert and to my surprise these birds were doing courtship displays! It
did cross my mind while I was watching the birds, but I dismissed the thought and interpreted the behaviour as
territorial. Apparently, courtship displays are a common sight at staging sites along the flyway (Yellow Sea and
Bohai Sea regions) as the birds are biologically preparing for the reproductive stage ahead of them.

The plumage of many species of shorebirds undergoes dramatic transformation between the usually drab, pale colours of the
non‐breeding and the brighter, bolder colours of the breeding phase. This image by Gavin O'Brien taken at East Point in April
shows a mixture of species during this period of change. By May, many of the birds would have commenced their long
migration back to breeding grounds in the northern hemisphere.
Nature Territory, May 2014
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Fauna Apps

Laurie Barrand

New fauna apps for Apple iOS and Android phones and tablets have been recently released and of particular
interest to Territorians is the Field Guide to Northern Territory Fauna. Search for these on itunes or Google Play.
These are all big files (200‐350 MB) so take a long while to download. But once on your machine access to a
network is not needed. Much better to have all three on one phone while walking around.

Field Guide to NT Fauna ‐ released this month,
this is a great free app for basic facts, sounds and
photos of nearly 600 Northern Territory fauna
species, covering birds, mammals, fish, reptiles,
insects and frogs. It was developed by the
Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory
in partnership with Museum Victoria, with input
from leading Territory scientists.
For more information and to download the app
visit:
http://museumvictoria.com.au/apps/ntfieldguide

Birds of Australia – Pizzey and Knight
A birding app which is also available for Windows PC’s as well as tablets/phones. It is not free and costs $49.99.
It has all the usual data on birds and is easy to search. One advantage over the Morcombe guide is that it also
includes photos.
Morcombe's Birds of Australia
A comprehensive field guide that costs $28.60 (Google) and $37.99 (Apple iOS). Easy to use and set up your own
tagged bird list. ( See Laurie's detailed review of this app on page 9 of the February 2013 newsletter which can be
viewed on the club's website https://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/2013‐newsletters
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Literature reviews cont. from p9
Green ant control
Renkang Peng and associates at CDU have been studying the biology of the weaver ant (green ant) Oecophylla
smaragdina as an aid to biological control of insect pests in mango plantations in the NT and on cashews in Timor‐
Leste. Colonies of green ants are predators on insects and also defend trees from insect pests, and they can also
be a bit of an issue for fruit pickers! Recently Peng et al. (2013) looked at the effect of weaver ants on pests of
African Mahogany Khaya senegalensis which is grown as a timber tree (it is unfortunately also a serious weed in
the Top End when it gets away from plantations). The weaver ants reduced the number of trees damaged by the
yellow looper Gymnoscelis sp. and the bush cricket Myara yabmanna, and thus might be a suitable means of
biological control in this instance.
New cicada
While the bird and mammal fauna of Australia is fairly well documented and is now only subject to the occasional
‘splitting’ event (whereby ‘new’ species are identified and separated from a known species, usually based on
genetic data), amongst the small creatures like frogs and insects, new species are still to be found. Ewart and
Popple (2013) describe several new species of cicada from northern Australia including Drymopsalta
acrotela which is found in Litchfield National Park and other locations near Jabiluka, Cahills Crossing, East Alligator
River and Nourlangie. This cicada is relatively small and inconspicuous (< 15 mm in length) and emits a fairly high
frequency song which consists of short chirps with single intervening ticks.
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Interesting bird sightings
29 March to 2 May 2014
Compiled by Micha Jackson and Peter Kyne
Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been compiled from emails sent to the NT Birds
forum (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie, postings on Birdline Northern
Territory (http://www.eremaea.com/ ) and from correspondences with birdwatchers. Bird names follow the IOC
world checklist.
Species
Date
Waterbirds, Seabirds & Shorebirds
Australasian Shoveler
21/4/14
Chestnut Rail
31/3/14
Freckled Duck
21/4/14
Great‐billed Heron
1/4/14
Inland Dotterel
24/4/14
Birds Of Prey & Owls
Square‐tailed Kite
11/4/14
Other Non‐Passerines
Pacific Swift
21/4/14
Passerines
Crested (Northern) Shriketit
18/4/14
Gouldian Finch
18/4/14
Star Finch
18/4/14
31/3/14
White‐breasted Whistler
White‐browed Treecreeper
26/4/14

Alice Springs STP
West Alligator River
Alice Springs STP
Wildman River
North of Erldunda

Chris Watson
Peter Kyne
Chris Watson
Peter Kyne
Philip Maher

1 male
heard
9
2
15

Tennant Creek

Lisa Nunn

1

Nightcliff

John Rawsthorne

4

Central Arnhem Hwy
Florina Rd, Katherine
Florina Rd, Katherine
South Alligator River
South of Alice Springs

Marc Gardner et al.
Marc Gardner et al.
Marc Gardner et al.
Peter Kyne
Lisa Nunn

White Wagtail

Leanyer Sewage Ponds

Marc Gardner

Pair
1 adult; 3 juveniles
50+
Female
1
race lugens (Black‐backed
Wagtail); bird first found
14/03 refound. Also 10/04

9/4/14

Location

Observer/s

Numbers/comments

A few spiders from the Darwin region - images by Tissa Ratnayeke

Spiders come in a diverse range of shapes, colours, sizes and behaviour adapted to suit many ecological niches. Here are five from the
Darwin region. Clockwise from top left: female Green Jumping Spider Mopsus mormon; Long‐jawed Spider Tetragnatha sp. feeding on
a March Fly; Cross Spider Argiope randon; Westring's Spiny Spider Gasteracantha westringi. Centre: the eight eyes of a Huntsman.
Nature Territory, May 2014
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Recent literature about Top End natural history
INSECTS

Compiled by Steve & Carla

Butterflies & moths
Braby MF, Bertelsmeier C, Sanderson C, Thistleton BM. 2014. Spatial distribution and range expansion of the
Tawny Coster butterfly, Acraea terpsicore (Linnaeus, 1758) (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae), in South-East
Asia and Australia. Insect Conservation and Diversity 7: 132-143.
Meyer CE, Weir RP, Brown, SS. 2013. Some new and interesting butterfly (Lepidoptera) distribution and temporal
records from Queensland and Northern Australia. Australian Entomologist 40: 7-12.

Mosquitoes & flies (dipterans)
Eagles D, Walker PJ, Zalucki MP, Durr P. 2013. Modelling spatio-temporal patterns of long-distance Culicoides
dispersal into northern Australia. Preventive Veterinary Medicine 110: 312-322.
Jansen CC, Hemmerter S, van den Hurk AF, Whelan, PI Beebe NW. 2013. Morphological versus molecular
identification of Culex annulirostris Skuse and Culex palpalis Taylor: key members of the Culex
sitiens (Diptera: Culicidae) subgroup in Australasia. Australian Journal of Entomology 52: 356-362.
Kassim ANF, Webb CE, Wang Q, Russel RC. 2013. Australian distribution, genetic status and seasonal
abundance of the exotic mosquito Culex molestus (Forskal) (Diptera: Culicidae). Australian Journal of
Entomology 52: 185-198.
Lessard BD, Cameron SL, Bayless KM, Wiegmann BM, Yeates DK. 2013. The evolution and biogeography of the
austral horse fly tribe Scionini (Diptera: Tabanidae: Pangoniinae) inferred from multiple mitochondrial and
nuclear genes. Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution 68: 516-540. [march flies]

Ants & termites
Andersen AN, Arnan X, Sparks K. 2013. Limited niche differentiation within remarkable co-occurrences of
congeneric species: Monomorium ants in the Australian seasonal tropics. Austral Ecology 38: 557-567.
[Territory Wildlife Park]
Peng R, Christian K, Reilly D. 2013. Using weaver ants Oecophylla smaragdina to control two important pests on
African mahogany Khaya senegalensis in the Northern Territory of Australia. Australian Forestry 76: 76-82.
Peng R, Christian K. 2013. Do weaver ant (Hymenoptera: Formicidae) marks affect mango internal quality and
storage life? Journal of Economic Entomology 106: 299-304.
Scheffrahn RH, Postle A. 2013. New termite species and newly recorded genus for Australia: Marginitermes
absitus (Isoptera: Kalotermitidae). Australian Journal of Entomology 52: 199-205
Schmidt AM, Jacklyn PM, Korb J. 2013. Isolated in an ocean of grass: low levels of gene flow between termite
subpopulations. Molecular Ecology 22: 2096-2105. [magnetic termites]
Schmidt AM, Jacklyn P, KorbJ. 2014. ‘Magnetic’ termite mounds: is their unique shape an adaptation to facilitate
gas exchange and improve food storage? Insectes Sociaux 61: 41-49.

Other
Ewart A, Popple. LW. 2013. New species of Drymopsalta Heath Cicadas (Cicadidae: Cicadettinae: Cicadettini)
from Queensland and Northern Territory, Australia, with overview of genus. Biotaxa 3620: 1-42.
New TR, Yen AL. 2013. Invertebrate conservation in Australia: Problems in policy and practice. Pacific
Conservation Biology 19 : 104-109.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Genetic diversity of magnetic termite
Mounds of the magnetic termite Amitermes meridionalis are generally found in scattered groups in seasonally
inundated areas of the savannas. Because these populations are in patches that are separated from other
patches, we might expect genetic differentiation between subpopulations but little differentiation within
subpopulations. The reproductives or alates of the magnetic termites have a nuptial flight once a year after the
first major rains at the beginning of the rainy season, and these alates are the means of genetic exchange as they
are involved in interbreeding. Schmidt et al. (2013) found that in the Top End there was ‘exceptionally strong
genetic differentiation’ despite short distances between subpopulations. The studied subpopulations ‘differed in
size from nine to a few hundreds of mounds and in degree of isolation from one km to about 45 km distance to
the next subpopulation.’ What is unusual though is that despite inferred low levels of gene flow (possibly due to
‘isolation by distance’), the subpopulations retained moderate to high genetic diversity. The authors attribute this
to the long life of the termite colonies, which may last for several generations whereby nestmates ‘inherit’ the
nest from the founder.
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